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This article is written for schedulers who are using the Resource Assignment functionality in
Primavera P6 and performing the following functions as schedules are developed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Adding multiple resources to the same activity.
Assigning different companies to resources on an activity.
Utilizing resource codes to distinguish attributes such as direct and indirect labor.
Utilizing a change management process to control added, modified, or deleted work.
Using a dual baseline management process including:
a. Original Baseline – is set and never modified
b. Working Baseline – is updated based on ‘approved’ change orders
6. Reporting earned and planned value at the resource assignment level.

One of the key benefits of using Primavera P6 is the ability to add two or more resources that
perform work for two or more companies and then have the ability to look at the resource
budgeted hours or cost at a company or resource level in a consolidated resource assignment
view. Another added option is the summary resource reporting.
Note: Given the reporting capability defined above; company management and cost controllers will
recognize and realize the benefit of the reports. In order to make the reports usable however, cost
accounts and a rigid company/resource reporting structure needs to be in place.
However, after stating the added benefit of resource budget reporting, Primavera P6 does not
have the capability to further breakdown and report either earned or planned value at the
resource level. All earned value calculations are performed and reported at a level no lower than
the activity. One would think that given the ability to split a single activity at the resource
assignment would have also led to the ability to report either earned or planned value at the
resource assignment level. This deficiency has led schedulers to either perform manually intensive
workarounds or to simply assign one resource to one activity giving up one of the key benefits of
Primavera P6.
Keep in mind however that in order to report any meaningful planned or earned values in
Primavera P6, baseline management must take place to calculate Schedule Performance Index
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(SPI). This should be done using both an Original baseline and a Working baseline which is used to
manage approved changes.
As has been stated; as an activity is added to a schedule, multiple resources can be assigned to
that activity as shown below:

Selecting one activity

Add 2 resources with two different PO’s or COA with different budgeted units and
costs as required.

From the Resource Assignment tab

, a view can be generated:

Same activity split into 2 separate views by company

An added benefit of the multi-company/multi-resource capability in Primavera P6 is the ability to
map the Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) to the resource performing that work. Even without
storing actual cost in Primavera P6, performance could be reported back to the cost controller to
help in the tracking of cost. This is generally accomplished by utilizing fields in Primavera P6 such
as:
•
•
•
•

Cost Code or Work Order
Company
Total Budgeted Units (Direct and Indirect)
Earned Labor Units
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•
•
•

Planned Labor Units BL (Primary or Original BL)
Planned Labor Units BL1 (Primary or Original BL)
Remaining Labor Units

The benefit does come with limitations. The fields noted above are not available at all levels in
Primavera P6. Some are available at the activity level only while others are available at the
resource level and viewable in the resource assignments view. Herein lies the issue; if there is one
activity and two or more resources working for two or more different companies, you cannot
report earned or planned values for those companies without going through multiple, time
consuming steps. This is one of the main reasons so many schedulers today are seen moving data
from Primavera to Excel during a projects lifecycle and as project change occurs.
The views shown below show the disconnect between the resource and activity level in Primavera
P6.
Resource Assignments View – note there isn’t a field available for planned or earned units.
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Activities View – several available options, but no ability to group by resource assignment in order
to split units, cost account, company, or resource code.
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The remainder of this paper describes the process to obtain the data, maintain the changes, and
retain accurate variance and budgeted units reporting utilizing data derived from Primavera P6.
Step One:
Add two baselines – once data has been time distributed, reviewed and approved, and the
budgeted units are in alignment with the estimate.
1. Original Baseline – add this baseline and assign it as the Primary Baseline in Primavera P6.
This baseline will not be updated again.
2. Working Baseline – add this baseline and assign it as the Project Baseline in Primavera P6.
This baseline will be maintained and used to capture approved changes.
From the resource assignment screen you can obtain the budgeted units by copying and pasting or
generating a report (this practice is recommended to minimize copy/paste errors) in a timedistributed format. This report will be summarized to the company (generally) and used as the
Original Baseline hours in Excel.
If using the “copy/paste” function be aware that your time distribution will be limited to a 24 hour
midnight to midnight “shift.” If reports are based on a custom shift calendar you must generate a
report to reflect this.
The original hours for the first plot line are now available for Excel graph.
Step Two:
Set actuals in Primavera P6 as the earned so the actual and earned are equal values.

Since there isn’t the capability in the resource assignments view to see earned units or cost,
enabling this option gives the scheduler earned hours based on progress % complete.
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The same report as above can be built or copied/pasted, then modified to remove the budgeted
units and replaced with the actual (earned) units. This will become the earned units which will be
reported each period and plotted. This report is generally easy to maintain and run at the end of
each progress update to be provided to the cost controllers.
The earned units for the second plot line are now available for Excel graph.
Step Three:
Changes occur and approvals take place (additions or deletions) and they must be:
•
•

Updated in your current project file – with current Data Date
Updated in the Working Baseline – retaining Original Baseline Data Date

In order to get the Working Baseline data into the Excel graph you must restore the Working
Baseline from the project schedule.
Note: The Update Baseline function in Primavera P6 has been prone to errors and if used will not
correctly report milestone variances. The Working Baseline must be time distributed (based on the
original Data Date – Do Not Advance the Data Date) to see the new end date based on the
approved changes. The Update Baseline function does not work in this manner in Primavera P6.
Once the Working Baseline is restored as its own project file, you can now make the approved
changes. Most schedulers will open the current project and the Working Baseline at the same time
and copy from the current project and paste into the Working Baseline when adding new
activities. Note that logic ties must be made exactly the same as they were in the current project
file.
From the Working Baseline file, and after changes are made, navigate to the resource assignment
screen. Utilizing the ‘Budgeted Units’, run the same report built in Step One of this process and
plot the Working Baseline in Excel.
The planned units for the third plot line are now available for the Excel graph.
This process gives you the ability to report the following data utilizing:
1. Multiple resources assigned to the same activity.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Resources allocated to different companies and assigned to a given activity.
Resource codes to distinguish between attributes such as direct and indirect labor.
A change management process to control added, modified, or deleted work.
A two part baseline process which includes:
a. Original Baseline – added and never adjusted (the starting point)
b. Working Baseline – added and updated based on ‘approved’ change orders
6. Reporting of earned and planned value at the resource assignment level.
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